Motivating America…whose responsibility is it ?

“In all human affairs there are efforts and there are results, and the strength
of the effort is the measure of the result. Chance is not. Gifts, powers, material,
intellectual and spiritual possessions are the fruits of effort; they are thoughts
completed, objects accomplished, visions realized.”—James Allen
“The vision that you glorify in your mind, the ideal that you enthrone in your
heart - this you will build your life by; this you will become.”—James Allen

James Allen, author of the immortal book As A Man Thinketh has so
eloquently expressed the key element required for America to begin rebuilding
the emotional structure of the nation. Everything great that was ever
accomplished from the invention of the light bulb and the ability to fly to the
moon, to the building of such great architectural structures as the magnificent
World Trade Center Towers, first began as an idea in someone’s imagination.
Using the power of crystallized thinking, the idea began to take form as a vivid,
mental picture. Fueled by the internal passion and persistence of the thinker, what
was first an idea held in the mind, eventually took physical form for all of us to
see and experience.
How did these internal images manifest themselves in physical form? What
can we learn from the past accomplishments of America’s greatest thinkers and
inventors, to help us heal as a nation? What vision must each of us hold in our
mind for creating world peace and prosperity? And when it comes to motivating
America, whose responsibility is it?
Everyone in life gets a certain kind of result. Some people consistently get
great results, while others constantly get poor results. So we ask ourselves, "What
determines the results we get?" It's the way we act. What determines the way
we act? Behavioral scientists have determined our actions are controlled by the
predominant thoughts which we allow to occupy our minds. To put it simply, our
actions are controlled by the way we think most often. Most mistakes in action
are originally mistakes in thinking. What determines the way we think? It is the
ideas we are exposed to on a daily basis. Researchers believe if you change the
ideas you are exposed to, it will affect the way you think, this will determine the
way you act. Then you can decide what results you want to get and then act the
way you have to act to get them.
Napoleon Hill, the Father of Motivation, was commissioned by Andrew
Carnegie to study over five hundred of the world’s most outstanding leaders of
their time. Although Mr. Carnegie can be thanked for his generous contributions
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and gifts to society, it was his main goal to leave a blueprint for success for future
generations to follow. Mr. Hills’ masterpiece the Law of Success is the
compilation of a lifetime of study in the field of personal achievement. It is the
blueprint that anyone regardless of age, race, and level of education or financial
class can use to overcome adversity and achieve the object of their definite chief
aim in life. The knowledge and application of these universal success principles
has been limited to the few individuals who have sought out this information on
their personal life quest.
Today, we must each take personal responsibility to educate ourselves on the
science of personal achievement. We must apply these principles to build closer
love relationships within our families. To strengthen the bonds of brotherhood
within our communities, and most importantly, to transform our personal and
national sorrow into a soul consciousness based on love, tolerance and
compassion, for without these qualities our efforts are futile.
Sorrow is the medicine for the soul because it has the ability to transform
individuals from a state of selfishness to selflessness. Sorrow humbles our spirit
and offers us a chance to grow closer in our relationship with God. The emotion
of sorrow has the ability to refine the souls of those who experience it, just like
the emotion of love. It shows the individual experiencing it their capacity for
humility, courage and faith when the world around them is filled with chaos and
struggle. Within the sorrow and grief our nation and the world are facing, lay the
capacity to meet our problems head on. The ability to transform our personal
pain into opportunities for growth and change first begins in how we each
perceive our given set of circumstances.
History is full of stories of individuals who faced unspeakable tragedies, only
to rise above it and heal their souls by helping others. We have seen this firsthand
in terms of financial donations and the outstanding volunteer support which has
risen out of this crisis. No matter how bad we have it at home, we can always
find someone who needs our help. Something as simple as preparing a meal,
joining in prayer or holding a stranger while they cry, can make all the difference
in the world for that person in their moment of personal anguish. Napoleon Hill
referred to the power of harmonious group consciousness as the Master Mind
Principle. It was the use of this principle which has been the success secret
behind many of our greatest inventions and achievements.
Mr. Hill believed that the mind sent out electromagnetic vibrations at a high
frequency rate, which was then transmitted out into the ethers of the universe.
His theory was that all higher thought vibrations existed in an invisible storehouse
of knowledge you might say. In his research, he discovered when two or more
people gathered together in a spirit of perfect harmony toward the same purpose,
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there was created a third mind or energetic mental reservoir which all of the
members of the Master Mind group could tap into. During these harmonious
alliances, each mind was mentally charged and the individuals were able to be
more creative in solving their problems. However, he also noted that if one mind
were out of harmony with the group goal, the power of the Master Mind would
cease to exist.
How can we use the power of the Master Mind Principle to heal our hearts?
First, by looking at the mental energy we put into our personal relationships at
home and work. Are you the negative thinker in the group who resists new ideas
and solutions to solving your everyday problems? Have you ever stopped to
think of the toll a negative attitude places on your health and quality of life?
Researchers believe over eighty percent of all illnesses are stress induced.
Before the physical symptoms of stress manifest themselves, the mind has been
exposed to some type of negative thought stimulus. Whether it’s the chronic
daily stress of managing a marriage, running a household or keeping up at work,
or the post traumatic stress from a personal crisis, left untreated, stress can lead
to life threatening diseases.
Our thoughts control our breathing, our heartbeat and affect our release of
hormones and neurotransmitters. Stress leads to a decline of our wellness
neurotransmitter serotonin and over stimulates our bodies with adrenaline. The
fight or flight response as it has commonly been referred to, is necessary for
short-term crisis, but prolonged biochemical imbalances can lead to obesity,
insomnia, panic attacks, depression, cancer and a host of other medical problems.
Just like we charge our car batteries to keep our vehicle running, the Master
Mind Principle recharges our mind with harmonious thought energy. Then we
have the ability to creatively solve our problems from a proactive position instead
of feeling like a victim of circumstance. We can use the power of visualization
to attract opportunities, people and situations, which allow us to achieve success
in whatever we undertake in life.
Success as we will define it today is the ability to obtain the object of your
definite chief aim in life without violating the rights of others. Was the attack on
America a success? If the purpose was to break the spirit of our nation, then
what we have shown is it was a complete failure. For out of this tragedy of such
unthinkable acts of violence, America has taken a stand for love and unity. It
has recommitted us to end oppression and terrorism. Those of us left behind can
chose to open our hearts and souls to the injustices being committed on our fellow
human beings. Or we can chose to ignore the need for non-violent plans for
engaging in world peace.
We cannot escape the cycle of life and death. We can only strive to live each
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day to the fullest, taking the time to express love and affection to those around
us. Each of you must search your soul to ask are you the walking dead? Have
you become complacent with the world around you and stopped seeking to
discover and use your God given talents and abilities to help those less fortunate
than yourself? Have you been conditioned to believe that success is determined
by having the perfect body, the flashiest car and clothes, or the biggest balance
in your bank account? If so, then I challenge you to wake up to life right now.
Cultivate a serene and peaceful attitude each day that is motivated by
thankfulness and gratitude. Simplify your lifestyle in order to create more
fulfilling interaction with those you love. If you are alone and feeling isolated,
reach out and become involved with your fellow mankind. Take a stand where
you see social injustices instead of keeping quiet and leaving that up to someone
else. Character and personal integrity will leave your mark on society; material
success will eventually deteriorate and fade away. However, if abundant financial
prosperity has come as a result of using your God given talents and abilities, then
spread the wealth around. Give lovingly and freely and God will provide you with
what you need to survive. It is not the four letter word cash, but the word love.
When you show up at home and work from a state of loving kindness then
your mind is prepared to utilize the power of the Master Mind Principle. Jesus
understood this principle, which is why he traveled with the apostles. As much
as they learned from him, he also required their harmonious thought alliance to
help him carry out his life mission. Jesus also modeled the importance of
surrounding yourself with harmonious like minded thinkers and thoughts. He
knew the devastating power of hatred, anger and revenge, which is why he left
us with the words, “Father forgive them, for they know not what they do.”
Actions speak louder than words. Yet actions are controlled by the words we
repeat over and over in our minds. Let us create a new dialogue. Don’t let
tolerance, compassion, unconditional love and forgiveness, be lost to you because
you’re internal and external language is motivated by prejudice, anger and
revenge. Yes, there is a grieving process which requires we move through
negative emotions before coming to the positive ones. Remember your purpose
is to move toward the positive. Use your personal pain to transform your life and
the lives of those around you.

MOTIVATING AMERICA…WHOSE RESPONSIBILITY IS IT?
You cannot control what action Congress and the President will take to end
terrorism. Focusing on that would lead you to operate from a disempowering
position as a victim. You can only control your thoughts, direct your daily actions
toward a higher purpose and pray for the wisdom to listen to God’s divine
guidance to improve your personal relationships. You can become faithful to a
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Take a risk. Live e chance.

Somewhere sacred inside your heart,
serenity exists,
it’s the place where peace starts.
Calming the spirit.
Freeing the mind.
Believing reality is just the present moment in time.

And so you wonder...what is it I should do?
Not really knowing if and when to try something new.
The hesitation...is it just a mistake?
The self-talk that prevents the risks you could make.
Finding the peace.
Living the dream.
Never stopping to rationalize, what does it all mean?
Missing the connection to new spirits and souls,
reuniting with memories as life’s mysteries unfold.

Who are the people?
Why are you drawn to new places?
There’s something familiar about the souls and these faces.
Where are you headed?
What have you left back behind?
Is it time to look within, unlock the real dreams inside?

So relax. Don’t be afraid.
We can solve all our problems.
Make our fears fade away.
Look within. Close your eyes.
Accept who you are, and the jewels,
Gods’ gifts, within is where they lie.
When tomorrow the sun should arise, wake up sleepy head,
there’s no more tears to cry.
So relax. Just let go.
Live the present and the moment,
the purpose that you know.
Is it yours to fulfill?
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Take a risk. Live the chance.
The day when we live it is over all too fast,
and the should haves, the what ifs?
Become sorrow and regrets of the moments we missed.
This next year you should cherish.
Rejoice in the magic.
Create the memories that you’ve dreamed of.
There’s no turning back!
Just let go of the past.
The sadness and pain you can release now at last.

So relax. Don’t be afraid.
Smile as you live each moment offered today.
Then reach out and touch the lives of the many you can,
and when you go to sleep at night,
you’ll find the peace that you seek.
It’ll show you you’re strong when you thought you were weak.
And the bridges you may have burned,
were the lessons in life your soul signed up to learn.
They make you bolder.
Create who you are.
Stay true to your dreams.
You’ll be drawn where you belong.
Take a risk.
Live the chance.
A creative child of God is who you can be at last!
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Grace Inspired Gratitude

You can only accomplish so much in life on your own. You can do much
more when you form a harmonious, Master Mind alliance with one or more like
minded thinkers, in a spirit of perfect harmony with your life purpose or goal. If
this person is your partner, then with the power of love, you can achieve an even
greater level of personal growth.
Peace Be With Us All is my summary of the in depth reading program, the
Law of Success. To fully grasp the lessons in character development, I highly
urge you to order your own copy of this book. If the size of the book intimidates
you, then start off with Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill. It is a condensed
version of the entire success philosophy. Do not be fooled by the title. If
financial riches are your goal, then you will learn steps to achieve that. However,
it is the blueprint for success that is taught that brings richness in character that
will follow you wherever you go in life. Go through the course at a pace that
feels right for you. It is not a program you speed read, but if you use it as a
blueprint to build your life by, I am sure you will find greater happiness and peace
of mind. I have a couple of well worn, corner bent, posted noted, highlighted
copies of the Law of Success. It is the gift I give myself, that keeps on giving
every time I read it and commit to applying one good idea to my present life
situation.
Many clients throughout the years have complained to me about the difficulty
in finding employees with good character and a focused work ethic. Businesses
are spending thousands of dollars in lost wages on employees who are distracted
by their personal technology addiction, instead of focusing on their job at hand.
Encouraging and providing tools for leadership training and development at all
levels in the organization is a positive, productive approach to this problem. Both
of these books make excellent starting points for developing team building and
improved performance in the workplace.
Quality leadership begins at the top. It is used by the leader to throw a ladder
down into the abyss of employee complacency in order to help everybody else
climb up to their highest potential. I am forever thankful to the first boss I had
on a direct sells job at eighteen who gave me You Can Work Your Own Miracles
by Napoleon Hill and Thoughts Are Things by William S. Kinnear. These were
required reading as part of my sales training. Before every sales call, I was taught
to apply the techniques of affirmation and visualization in order to create
a prosperous mental attitude. Unless you set goals for developing your
personal leadership abilities, you will never really know what your potential
for success is.
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It is difficult to reach organizational goals when your personal life is out of
balance. Passionate personal leadership development is the gift we give ourselves
to fulfill our true life purpose. It cannot be inherited, bought, stolen or gifted. It
must be earned through persistent, goal directed, determined action. No matter
what adversities in life you face, developing and utilizing your personal
leadership abilities will be instrumental, in helping you positively move forward
with your given set of circumstances.
By exercising your personal leadership abilities you have the ability to find
your path to peace right where are. It is not in dreaming about the future, or
regretting the past. The only place peace can be found is within. The only time
it can exist, is in the present moment. Be, do, and have that which you desire to
become your reality now. Waiting until you have enough time, money, health,
etc. to do the things you want to do and be happy, could leave you missing a
million present golden moments.
I was eighteen when my boss gave me a copy of the book You Can Work
Your Own Miracles by Napoleon Hill. I still have that original, well read
paperback. When I read about his son who was born with no ears, it humbled
me. From that moment on, I was inspired to learn how to overcome adversity
by using Hill’s success philosophy. Mr. Hill dedicated his life to the study of the
science of personal achievement. His blueprint for success has been the rudder
to my ship when it has veered off course. The universal truths taught in the Law
of Success have proven to be invaluable in helping millions of people face even
the toughest of adversities in life. I believe that the Law of Success holds the key
to rebuilding from the many adversities facing our people and those in the other
nations of the world. Thank you Mr. Hill for creating a well organized system
for developing one’s personal leadership abilities.
When my father’s private plane disappeared and was eventually found two
days later with no survivors, my sisters and I were plunged into a mystery that
to this day, remains unsolved. As a result of loving our families more than money,
we made the group decision to discontinue a two year investigation into the
alleged crime being perpetrated against us and our fathers’ estate. The weekend
we made that decision, my sister Teresa brought over the movie Little Buddha.
The movie seemed to awaken within me the desire to study the ancient teachings
of Buddha. The next morning I was inspired to write my poem Take a Risk. Live
the Chance. If we never take risks to get out of our comfort zone, we will never
know our full potential for achieving peace and prosperity in our lifetime.
Inspirational ideas can come from a variety of sources and lead us on a journey
into unknown experiences.
As a result of having had a variety of different loss inducing experiences, I
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went in search of wise doctors, teachers and healers who are experts in the field
of grief. Most of the books written by these professionals would tell stories of
how their patients lives improved by making the suggested positive changes. I
am not a doctor, simply a woman in search of serenity. We don’t get any second
chances. We only have the present moment now. The loss and grief that life has
brought me, not only impacted my soul, but more tragically, the people I love
the most. My family had to stand by helplessly, until I could find the path to
peace within my own looping brain. As a society we are seeing an increase in
depression brought on by our inability to recognize and offer support to our loved
one’s when they are suffering from any kind of loss or trauma induced grief.
We have to be willing to risk talking about mental health and physical
wellness with those we love if we are going to process pain in a healthy way.
None of us are immune to adversity. Today with the onslaught of foreign and
domestic acts of violent behavior, there is a race consciousness forming that is
based on fear motivation. In order to make any significant changes in human
behavior, we must each do our part to stop participating in the negative drama.
By making the commitment to invest time daily visualizing and focusing your
mental energy on positive, prosperous, peaceful actions and goals, your mind
will begin to attract to you opportunities that are in harmony with your thoughts.
I recently returned from visiting my daughters who live in the Santa Rosa
area. Seeing the impact of the fires that raged throughout the communities, and
imagining the fear that thousands of people faced while they were fleeing for
their life, reminds me how important the principles of leadership development
are. Thousands of people instantly practiced the Golden Rule and selflessly did
anything and everything they could to help each other seek safety in very
treacherous conditions. The area looks like a war zone and is unlike anything I
have ever seen before. Amidst the devastation are blades of green grass growing
and the process of removing the dead debris is now underway. While heavy
equipment and manpower can haul away the physical damage, the emotional
damage will take more effort to heal.
Within the pages of Peace Be With Us All are multiple ideas for focusing
your mental energy toward positive prosperous ideas. Whatever the mind is
focused on, it tends to attract and create situations in harmony with the thought
energy. If your thoughts are predominately focused on the negative aspects of a
situation, then you will find it difficult to see anything to be grateful for. Grace
inspired gratitude comes from the heart when you are able to surrender your
sorrow to your higher power and see the beauty in the present moment.
On the ninth day my daughter was evacuated, I was inspired to write the
poem Peace Be With Us All at my favorite local Chinese restaurant. I can always
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count on great food and for the owner Margaret W. to be cheerful and
professional, no matter what it going on. I love to go there for a working lunch.
On that particular day, words started flowing freely as I focused on sending
prayerful positive thought energy toward the disaster survivors. I believe in the
healing power of prayer and think it is better to take a moment to pray in bad
situations then to be simply talking about it. When disaster strikes society,
challenge yourself to be a light unto those who are suffering and your own pain
and sorrow will be a little easier to bare.
The world today is being bombarded by too much violence and fear. The
negativity and greed that divides us, is going to be the poison that kills us. When
stories of tragedy appear on the news, I try to instantly send a prayer of love,
because the truth is, that is the only thing we can really do. Raising our individual
thoughts to seek love, peace, forgiveness and compassion in the situation is the
only way to make any kind of positive change. We can each do something to
positively heal the social injustices we are facing throughout the world. It takes
very little energy to remember, there is really only one healing light of
unconditional love that resides at the center of every being on the planet. It takes
much more energy to use physical, verbal and psychological warfare, than it does
to seek the presence of peace in the conflicting situation.
At the beginning of this manuscript I shared with you the key success
essential Napoleon Hill discovered, that helped America to rebuild after facing
multiple adversities. It was the Master Mind Principle. When two or more
people come together in a spirit of perfect harmony toward the same purpose,
the group thought created, has access to a higher level of mental energy. This
group thought energy can intentionally be directed toward the group goal.
Regardless if that goal was for positive or negative endeavors. He also noted that
if one person was out of harmony with the group goal, the power of the Master
Mind would cease to exist. Hill indicated that it was important to meet regularly
with the Master Mind group for the purpose of recharging the mental abilities of
the individual members. Now, with this information, we should all guard
diligently the thoughts, ideas and attitudes which occupy our mind. Developing
your personal leadership abilities is the first step toward overcoming any
adversity. The only person who can lead you out of your personal crisis is you.
My father was a self-taught engineering genius. At the time of his death, he
was recognized in the electronics industry as the Father of Sub-Contract Printed
Circuit Board Assembly. He held five patents and started three highly successful
companies that helped to revolutionize the electronics industry. The reputation
of being trained by Flex-tronics opened the door for many employees to leave
and go on to lucrative careers. He believed you could create any job you wanted
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if you were willing to invest in the self-training required. Several months ago I
had the pleasure of meeting a woman, who started her career at Flex-tronics when
I was ten. She shared with me her experiences in the company leadership training
program and the advice she was given to become a highly successful woman in
the industry. After our conversation I realized that my passion for leadership
training and development had been instilled in me at a very early age.
When you make the commitment to invest the time and resources required
for developing your personal and professional leadership skills, you will have
some valuable tools you need to face adversity head on. I would like to share
with you the ten leadership lessons I learned growing up as the youngest daughter
and personal assistant to the founders of Flex-tronics from the age of five to
sixteen.

10 Leadership Lessons I Learned
From The Founders of Flex-onics

1. Reading can teach you anything.
It’s important to invest time daily in personal and professional training and
development. You can create any job you want if you are willing to read and
learn new skills.
2. Eat, sleep and breathe your dreams.
Any worthwhile endeavor requires that you pour your undivided attention
and action into your efforts. In the process, be sure to eat healthily, breathe
deeply and take naps in nature to renew the creative thought processes.

3. Winners go above and beyond the job description.
Find something that needs to be done and do the job right the first time,
without waiting for someone else to tell you what to do. Find a need and
implement the most efficient solution to solve it.

4. Staying ahead of the competition.
Delivering high quality internal and external customer service is required,
in order to build an organization that is an innovative leader in your industry.

5. You’re never too young to work.
Teaching your children to have a good work ethic in their household
responsibilities helps to develop their leadership skills.
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6. Step away from your technology.
Recognize the rewards of relaxing, without the distraction of technology,
allows you to renew your mental, emotional and physical well being. Spend
as much time as possible relaxing in nature without the use of technology.
7. Stimulate the mind with an appreciation of the arts.
Music, dance, literature, theatre and many other healing arts can help to
stimulate the creative side of the brain. It’s important to expose the mind to
diverse cultural experiences and artistic expressions.

8. Success vs. Sacrifice
No amount of career or financial success is worth the sacrifice of time lost
with the one’s you love. Money is impermanent. Love is eternal. On your
death bed, you will not wish you spent more time at work. You will regret
missing out on those once in a lifetime events. Make sure your bucket list
includes intangible goals like building love relationships, not just the
acquisition of things.
9. One great idea can change the world.
Never be afraid to think outside the box for ideas and solutions to solve your
everyday problems. Inventors are required to have creative imagination
skills.
10. You can’t take It with you.
Accomplishing your pursuit of “It” is only as important as the people who
are there to celebrate accomplishing your “It” with you. It won’t matter if
you saved the whole world if you lose your soul, or your relationship with
the one’s you love in the process.

At the end of life, I hope you will have invested the time saving your soul
and saying “I am sorry” to those whom you have wronged. A love-filled spirit is
the only real “It” worthy of pursuing for a lifetime.
As this manuscript finally comes to a close, several areas throughout the
world are undergoing humanitarian and natural disasters. It is my prayer the
words upon these pages offer some inspiration and motivation to those of you
impacted by these events, as you seek to rebuild your homes and communities.
Let each of us do our part to positively rebuild the emotional fabric of all the
nations throughout the world, so peace may be with us all.
At our core, we are all one human race, sharing a planet in a vast universe.
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There is no place for bigotry, racism, discrimination and violence. We have two
ears with which to listen, and only one mouth with which to speak. Leadership
requires using both ears to hear what the opposite side thinks and feels with an
open mind, compassion and tolerance. Before speaking harsh words and
forwarding social media feeds of fake news, we must search to find a common
ground of unity, upon which we can build a solid foundation for growth and
change. As we watch tragedies unfold live, we see time and time again, society
steps up and does the right thing, regardless of their political and social beliefs.
If we can lend our fellow brothers and sisters a hand to save their life when
disaster strikes, I believe we can and should do the same to build a brighter and
prosperous future for our families on a day to day basis.
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My Final Though

Energy flows where the attention goes. If you only get one lesson out of this
whole book, I hope it is this: the greatest thing you possess is the ability to direct
your thoughts toward positive, proactive behavior. Nobody can keep you a victim
unless you give up your right to redirect your thinking and actions. When
adversity comes knocking on your door, be sure to answer it wearing the armor
of personal leadership. With a kind, compassionate, forgiving heart, you can face
any situation with the tools you need to find a path to peace.
Or, you can simply refuse to open the door, standing behind it armed with
your weapons and words of violence, rage and self-righteous condemnation.
Just remember, only you can choose to open the door to create new
opportunities for peace and prosperity for yourself, your family and your fellow
mankind.
To be or not to be a peaceful, positive, prosperous presence in the world is
all up to you.
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